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INTRODUCTION

The Mormon bibliography for 1992 is a selective bibliography of publications about Mormons and Mormonism. Although every attempt has been made to include all aspects of Mormonism, we have purposely excluded some types of items. For instance, newspaper articles and articles published in the official magazines of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints are well indexed by the Church itself and are not reiterated here. However, the individual poems, short stories, and other such works from these official magazines have been retained and are listed in the arts and literature section of the bibliography. The arts and literature section also includes every item of this kind which was written by a Mormon author, regardless of the content, with the exception of critical essays. The other sections (and the critical essays in the arts and literature section) include only articles and books written with a specific Mormon focus and theme.

As do compilers of any bibliography, of course, we constantly fear not knowing of a publication and therefore leaving it out. Readers who know of publications that should have been included in this Mormon bibliography are asked to contact either Ellen Copley or Scott Duvall, Department of Special Collections and Manuscripts, 4040 HBLL, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 84602. We will include those publications in the 1993 Mormon bibliography.

This bibliography begins with a list of abbreviations and is broadly organized into the following sections: Arts and Literature, Bibliography, Biography and Autobiography, Contemporary Issues, Doctrine and Scripture, History, and Inspiration. The works are listed alphabetically by author within each section.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are used for Mormon-content periodicals and anthologies that have been analyzed by chapter.

Mormon-content Periodicals

**AMCAP**


**BH**

*Beehive History* 18 (1992). Published annually by the Utah State Historical Society, Salt Lake City. Issue was dedicated to Utah's governors; included are those whose descriptions most clearly indicate they were Mormon.

**BYU Studies**

*BYU Studies* 32 (1992). Published quarterly by Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.

**BYU Today**

*BYU Today* 46 (1992). Published six times a year by Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Includes feature articles, news items, and columns.

**CC 2 (1991)**


**CC 3 (1992)**


**Dialogue**


**Ensign**

*Ensign* 22 (1992). Published monthly by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City.

**Exponent II**

*Exponent II* 16-17 (1992). Published quarterly by Exponent II, Inc., Arlington, Massachusetts. No official connection with the LDS Church. Issue 4 of volume 16 and issue 1 of volume 17 are the only 1992 issues.

**Inscape**


**Insight**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magazine</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>JBOMS</strong></td>
<td><em>Journal of Book of Mormon Studies</em> 1 (Fall 1992). Published semiannually by the Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies (F.A.R.M.S.), Provo, Utah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JMH</strong></td>
<td><em>Journal of Mormon History</em> 18 (1992). Published semiannually by the Mormon History Association, Provo, Utah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latter-day Digest</strong></td>
<td><em>Latter-day Digest</em> 1 (1992). Published by the Latter-day Foundation for the Arts, Orem, Utah. Only one issued was published in 1992.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LDS Entertainment</strong></td>
<td><em>LDS Entertainment Magazine</em> 1 (1992). Published by SoWright Publications, Inc., Payson, Utah. Only four issues were published.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L&amp;B</strong></td>
<td><em>Literature and Belief</em> 12 (1992). Published annually by the Brigham Young University College of Humanities, Provo, Utah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marca</strong></td>
<td><em>Marca Hispánica</em> 3 (1992). Published annually by the Brigham Young University Spanish and Portuguese Department, Provo, Utah.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Restoration Voice, nos. 81-86 (1992). Published six times a year by Cumorah Books, Independence, Missouri. No official connection with the RLDS Church. Many articles are reprints from the Saints Herald. Included in this bibliography are only articles of a historical nature pertaining to the period of time before the separation of the LDS and RLDS churches.


Schrift 1 (1992). Published annually by the Brigham Young University Germanic and Slavic Languages Department, Provo, Utah.

Sunstone 16 (1992). Published six times a year by the Sunstone Foundation, Salt Lake City.


Utah Historical Quarterly 60 (1992). Published quarterly by the Utah State Historical Society, Salt Lake City.


Zarahemla Record, nos. 59-64 (1992). Published bimonthly by the Zarahemla Research Foundation, Independence, Missouri.
Anthologies Analyzed by Chapter

**ATW**

**BAF**

**DBM**

**DILS**

**DS**

**FH**

**FL**

**FR**

**HATTW**

**LFS (1991)**

**LFS (1992)**
MC


Morality


NMH


RG


W&A


WFF


WSC


ARTS AND LITERATURE

Novels, short stories, plays, poetry, critical essays, personal essays, music, and articles about the arts written by or about Mormons.

Art


Critical Essays


———. “How Others See Us, How We See Ourselves.” This People 13 (Holiday 1992): 77–84.


Jeffery, Duane E. “How Mormons View the Universe.” This People 13 (Summer 1992): 22.


Drama


Howe, Susan Elizabeth. “Voices of the Sisters.” In WSC, 35–52.


Novels


**Personal Essays**


Cannon, Ann Edwards. "Where Have All the Plastic Grapes Gone?" *This People* 13 (Fall 1992): 75.


Uluave, Luana. “Called to Sister.” In RG, 11-18.

**Poetry**

Alder, Lydia B. “Two Mothers.” In *WFF*, 91.
———. “Reflections: For Mother and Dad.” In *MC*, 12.
Ashworth, Kathryn R. “Jochebed and the Nile.” In *WFF*, 55.
Bailey, Alice Morrey. “At the Well.” In *WFF*, 74.
———. “From Moment in Meridian.” In *WFF*, 113.
———. “His Furrowed Acres.” In *WFF*, 100.
———. “To Shield a King.” In *WFF*, 73.
———. “Women at Prayer.” In *WFF*, 141.
Bell, Elouise. "Psalm for a Saturday Night." In WFF, 51.
———. "This Do in Remembrance of Me." In WFF, 52.
Blanchard, Gay N. "To My Missionary Son." In WFF, 140.
Boutwell, Florence. "Beyond the Tip of Mystery." In WFF, 76.
Bradford, Mary Lythgoe. "Born Again." In WFF, 47.
Broadbent, Margary B. "Having Risen." In WFF, 4.


Burnham, Gladys Hesser. “Late September.” In WFF, 14.

Burnham, Lucy S. “I Do Not Walk Alone.” In WFF, 160.


Bybee, Susan Cole. “In the Hour of Prayer.” In WFF, 58.


Carroll, Elsie. “Grandma.” In WFF, 162–63.

———. “He Was Seven—Christmas Was So Dear.” In WFF, 110.

Carter, Verna S. “Of the Dark Seed of Joseph.” In WFF, 102.

Cathery-Kutcher, Janet. “First Visit of the Missionaries.” In WFF, 44.


———. “Full Measure.” In WFF, 151.

———. “A Night for Praise.” In WFF, 111.

———. “Spoken Late.” In WFF, 153.


———. “Christmas Eve.” In WFF, 110.


Crawford, Vesta P. “Arid Theme.” In WFF, 80-81.
— —. “Drought.” In WFF, 15.
— —. “Hillside Burial.” In WFF, 166.
— —. “No Voice for This.” In WFF, 17.
Davidson, Karen Lynn. “Each Life That Touches Ours for Good.” In WFF, 89.
— —. “Pale Woman, Lean Woman.” In WFF, 34.
Fairbairn, Vesta Nickerson. “Buying a House.” In WFF, 83.
— —. “Choice.” In WFF, 150.
— —. “Icicles.” In WFF, 17.
— —. “Remembered Summer.” In WFF, 11.
— —. “Stature.” In WFF, 136.
— —. “Summer Shower.” In WFF, 10.
— —. “To the One in the Middle.” In WFF, 133.
Gaunt, La Renee. “Seasons.” In WFF, 23.
Hansen, Lenora. "Wind Valley." In WFF, 78–79.
———. "The Mother." In WFF, 122.
Hunt, N. E. See Collings, Michael R. [N. E. Hunt, pseud.].

Ingalese, Isabelle. "God." In *WFF*, 43.

—. "Sacred Ground." In *WFF*, 63.
—. "Weeds." In *WFF*, 5.
—. "Words." In *WFF*, 37.


—. "From a Mother's Heart." In *WFF*, 127.
—. "Shining Aftermath." In *WFF*, 33.


Kleinman, Bertha A. "If It Could Be." In *WFF*, 103.


Littlewood, Renie H. "Today We Live." In *WFF*, 101.

Livingston, Helen M. “Walk Tenderly the Earth.” In WFF, 3.
McCloud, Susan Evans. “Morning Worship.” In WFF, 22.
Marshall, Jean S. “Pilgrimage.” In WFF, 70-71.
Miller, Marilyn McMeen. “Place of Prayer.” In WFF, 61.
Miner, Caroline Eyering. “Faith.” In WFF, 159.
Munk, Margaret Rampton. “Christmases.” In WFF, 109.
—. “A Day’s Work.” In WFF, 8.
—. “First Grief.” In WFF, 132.
—. “For Sale.” In WFF, 82-83.
—. “Kinship.” In WFF, 123.
—. “Laura.” In WFF, 126.
—. “Opus Two.” In WFF, 131.
Myers, Alice Brady. “To a Mother-in-Law in Israel.” In WFF, 75.
Owen, H. Joan. “Soothing Waters.” In WFF, 93.
———. “Light.” In WFF, 48–49.
———. “Were You There When the Angels Sang?” In MC, 49.
———. “Where We Live, the Snow Falls.” In MC, 32.
Pearson, Carol Lynn. “Blown.” In WFF, 150.
———. “Giving.” In WFF, 92–93.
———. “God Speaks to Abraham.” In WFF, 53.
———. “Journal.” In WFF, 36.
———. “Leavened.” In WFF, 95.
Pratt, Catherine B. “My Little Bread and Butter Life.” In *WFF*, 157.
Rea, Dorothy O. “The Star We Share.” In *WFF*, 117.
Reuben, Willard. See Collings, Michael R. [Willard Reuben, pseud.].
Roberts, Dorothy J. “Home.” In *WFF*, 79.
———. “Solace for Tears.” In *WFF*, 137.
Rothe, Ruth G. “Good Neighbor.” In *WFF*, 95.
———. “Love.” In *WFF*, 158.
———. “We Would Rather Walk.” In *WFF*, 156.
Schow, Eleanor W. “No Longer Missing.” In *WFF*, 35.

Seifert, Jean Chapin. “Coins.” In *WFF*, 57.


———. “Sesquicentennial.” In *WFF*, 64-65.


———. “Our Former Loved Associates.” In *WFF*, 149.

———. “Reflection.” In *WFF*, 27.


Tanner, Annie Atkin. “Retrospect.” In *WFF*, 77.


Taylor, Sally T. “Family Tones.” In *WFF*, 96.

Terry, Helen M. “Contrasts.” In WFF, 35.
Thatcher, Blythe D. “Homesick.” In WFF, 165.
———. “On Love’s Sea.” In WFF, 97.
———. “There Is in Children.” In WFF, 134.
———. “To a Daughter about to Become a Missionary: For Dinny.” In WFF, 138-39.
———. “To My Visiting Teachers.” In WFF, 94.
———. “The Tree Comes Down.” In WFF, 9.
———. “Woman of Another World, I Am with You: For Women from Botswana, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Thailand, and Russia, Talking Peace.” In WFF, 104.
———. “You Heal.” In WFF, 29.
Wangsgaard, Eva Willes. “Mothering in Nazareth.” In WFF, 129.
Wasden, Karma K. “Manna.” In WFF, 56.
Wilson, Grace Barker. “On Growing Old.” In WFF, 158.
———. “Quiet Loveliness.” In WFF, 5.
Young, Mary. “Harvester: Elder Kovila from Kenya.” In WFF, 45.
Young, Sylvia Probst. “Told by a Shepherd Boy.” In WFF, 112.

Short Stories

Barber, Phyllis. “At the Talent Show.” In BAF, 227–44.
Davidson, Ray. See Wilkinson, Frank Ray [Ray Davidson, pseud.].
———. “Lost and Found.” In BAF, 185–210.
Jorgensen, Bruce W. [Wayne Jorgensen, pseud.]. “Born of the Water.”
In BAF, 91-107.
Jorgensen, Wayne. See Jorgensen, Bruce W. [Wayne Jorgensen, pseud.].
Kump, Eileen Gibbons. “Sayso or Sense.” In BAF, 73-80. [Reprinted from
Bread and Milk and Other Stories, 71-80. Provo, Utah: Brigham
Young University Press, 1979.]
Lundberg, Joy Saunders. “The Little Yellow Card.” Latter-day Digest 1
Young University, 1991.
Parkin, Scott R. “The Great Bean Count Schism.” LDS Entertainment 1,
no. 3 (1992): 12-17.
Powley, William. “Cameras, Cars, and Checkpoint Charlie.” Schrift 1
Young University, 1992.
44-49.
Rosenbaum, Karen. “Hit the Frolicking, Rippling Brooks.” In BAF, 81-89.
Siddoway, Richard M. Twelve Tales of Christmas. Salt Lake City: Book-
craft, 1992.
44-49.
Spencer, Darrell. “I Am Buzz Gaulter, Left-hander.” In BAF, 133-44.


Whipple, Maurine. “They Did Go Forth.” In BAF, 11–19.


——. “Outsiders.” In BAF, 295–304.

Miscellaneous


“Festive Christmas Recipes.” In MC, 55–58.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Published bibliographies about Mormons and Mormonism.


**BIOGRAPHY AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY**

Published autobiographical and biographical sketches and books about Mormons.


Campbell, Eugene E. "I Wanted to Be a Chaplain: A Reminiscence of World War I." *UHQ* 60 (Summer 1992): 277–84.


Heaton, Alma, and Marie Heaton. *Behind the Taj Mahal: Spiritual Adventures in India*. Provo, Utah: By the author, 1992. [The experiences of Alma and Marie Heaton while in India for eighteen months]


“Making a Difference.” *This People* 13 (Holiday 1992): 41-42. [Kaye Warner and literacy]


Wobbe, Rudi, and Jerry Borrowman. *Before the Blood Tribunal*. American Fork, Utah: Covenant Communications, 1992. [Details Rudi Wobbe, Karl Schnibbe, and Helmuth Huebener's resistance to the German Nazis]

**CONTEMPORARY ISSUES**

Issues facing Mormons and the Mormon Church.

Aitchison, Kathryn L. C. “Colloquial Language Usage of British BYU Students.” In *DLLS*, 80-86.
Barber, Ian G. “Mormon Women as 'Natural' Seers: An Enduring Legacy.” In *W&A*, 167-84.
——. “A School in Zion: When He Shall Appear, Shall We Be Like Him?” In *LFS* (1992), 19-25.
Boone, David F. "Contributing to the Concept of a School in Zion: Karl G. Maeser's Educating for Eternity." In LFS (1992), 113-21.


Broderick, Carlfred B. "Marital Danger Zone." This People 13 (Summer 1992): 16-19.


Cannon, Donald Q. "Joseph Smith and the University of Nauvoo." In LFS (1992), 103-11.


Carlston, Carrie. "Teaching to the Heart." In LFS (1992), 41-46.


Cramer, David W. "The Living Soul." In RG, 75-90.


Esplin, Fred C. “To—and from—Russia, with Love.” *This People* 13 (Summer 1992): 40–45.


Johnson, Richard E. "No Poor among Us?" In *WSC*, 166–75.


Kapp, Ardeth G. "Dating." In *FR*, 7–12.


Kirkham, Kate L. "Dilemmas of Stewardship: Being in Charge and Being One." In *WSC*, 255–67.


Lindsey, Betina. “Women as Healers in the Modern Church.” In *W&A*, 43-60.


Newbold, Gail [Andersen]. “One Size Does Not Fit All.” *This People* 13 (Spring 1992): 50-55.


Olson, Terrance D. “Where Do We Go from Here? (Or Do We?)” In *LFS* (1991), 121-23.


Patterson, Robert S. “Approaching a School in Zion.” In LFS (1992), 53–58.


Pierce, Martha. “Personal Discourse on God the Mother.” In W&A, 247-56.

Pinegar, Rex D. “Approaching a School in Zion.” In LFS (1992), 1–9.


Richards, A. LeGrand. “God or Mammon: Not Both/And, But Either/Or.” In LFS (1991), 93–98.


Seely, David Rolph. "The School of the Prophets: A Landmark for Plotting a School in Zion." In LFS (1992), 123-29.


Soil, Hattie M. "A View from the Inner City." In WSC, 280-87.


Warner, Susan Lillywhite. "‘That Which Hath No Life.’" In WSC, 176-82.


Wilcox, Linda P. “The Mormon Concept of a Mother in Heaven.” In W&As, 3-21.
———. “Sophic as Surrogate Mantic.” In LFS (1991), 35-37.
Yeates, Marian. “Why Shouldn’t Mormon Women Want This Priesthood?” In W&As, 353-64.

DOCTRINE AND SCRIPTURE

Works of a doctrinal nature, as well as works published about aspects of the Mormon scriptures.

Anderson, Ronald D. “Leitwörter in Helaman and 3 Nephi.” In HATTW, 241-49.


Folsom, Marvin. “New Lamps for Old: God’s Word in New Clothes, Model-T's, Old Lamps, and Old Hat.” In DLLS, 5-16.


Goff, Alan. “Boats, Beginnings, and Repetitions.” In JBOMS, 67-84.


———. “The Terrifying Book of Helaman.” In HATTW, 163-76.

Hawkins, Carol Lee. “A Steadfastness in Christ.” In WSC, 3-5.


———. “This I Believe.” In *DS*, 75–83.


Lockhart, Barbara Day. “One Being Is As Precious in His Sight As the Other.” In *DS*, 95–106.


Mackay, Thomas W. “Mormon’s Philosophy of History: Helaman 12 in the Perspective of Mormon’s Editing Procedure.” In HATTW, 129–46.
—. “The Probationary Nature of Mortality.” In ATW, 47–60.
—. “What the Book of Mormon Tells Us about the Bible.” In DBM, 93–113.
—. “The Stern but Sweet Seventh Commandment.” In Morality, 20–32.
Nyman, Monte S. “By the Book of Mormon We Know.” In DBM, 145–57.
Ogden, D. Kelly. “As Plain As Word Can Be.” In DBM, 158–65.


———. “’Thus Saith the Lord’: Prophetic Language in Samuel’s Speech.” In *JBOMS*, 181-83.


Perry, L. Tom. “And Jesus Increased in Wisdom and Stature, and in Favor with God and Man.” In *DS*, 67-73.


Shirts, Kathryn H. “Women in the Image of the Son: Being Female and
Being Like Christ.” In WSC, 91-102.
Shute, R. Wayne, and Wayne E. Brickey. “Prophets and Perplexity: The
Book of Helaman as a Case Study.” In HATTW, 177-90.
Silva, Erin R. “Ecclesiastical Implications of Grace.” Dialogue 25 (March
Skinner, Andrew C. “Nephi’s Ultimate Encounter with Deity: Some
Thoughts on Helaman 10.” In HATTW, 115-27.
Skousen, Royal. “New Fragments from the Original Manuscript of the Book
of Mormon.” In DLLS, 1-4.
———. “Piecing Together the Original Manuscript: Recently Discovered
Fragments of the Original Manuscript Have Led to New Textual
Insights into the Translation of the Book of Mormon.” BYU Today 46
10-14.
Smith, Lyle [L.], and Sherrie Kline Smith. “Palenque Tablet of 96 Glyphs.”
In ATW, 129-39.
Sorensen, John L. “When Lehi’s Party Arrived in the Land, Did They Find
Others There?” In JBOMS, 1-34.
Tanner, Jerald, and Sandra Tanner. Flaws in the Pearl of Great Price:
A Study of Changes and Plagiarism in Joseph Smith’s Pearl of
Thomas, M. Catherine. Jacob’s Allegory: The Mystery of Christ. Provo,
———. “Types and Shadows of Deliverance in the Book of Mormon.”
In DBM, 182-93.
Top, Brent L. “Faith unto Repentance.” In DBM, 194-211.
Treat, Mary Lee. “The Faith of Christ.” ZR, no. 64 (November/December
———. “Salvation: Not Just for the Life to Come.” ZR, no. 61 (May/June
Treat, Raymond C. “Are You Listless? A New Revelation about the Book of
———. “Needed: A Revelation about Types.” ZR, no. 59 (January/February
———. “The Primary Purpose of the Book of Mormon.” ZR, no. 61 (May/
———. “Ten Testimonies of Jesus Christ from the Book of Mormon.” In *DBM*, 223–42.

**HISTORY**

Works published about the history of Mormons, Mormonism, and the Mormon Church.


———. “The Significance of Joseph Smith’s ‘First Vision’ in Mormon Thought.” In NMH, 37–52.


Ashment, Edward H. “Historiography of the Canon.” In FH, 281–301.


Boston, Rob. “Church and State in Zion: Utah’s Unique History.” Church and State 45 (December 1992): 11–12.


De Pillis, Mario S. “The Quest for Religious Authority and the Rise of Mormonism.” In NMH, 13–35.


——. “Some Reflections on the New Mormon History.” In FH, 35–45.


Hansen, Klaus J. “The Metamorphosis of the Kingdom of God: Toward a Reinterpretation of Mormon History.” In NMH, 221-46.


———. “Mormons, Crickets, and Gulls: A New Look at an Old Story.” In NMH, 137-51.


Marty, Martin E. "Two Integrities: An Address to the Crisis in Mormon Historiography." In FH, 169-88.


Robson, Kent E. “Objectivity and History.” In FH, 155–68.


Smith, Melvin T. “Faithful History/Secular Religion.” In *FH*, 141–53.


Walker, Ronald W. “Native Women on the Utah Frontier.” *BYU Studies* 32 (Fall 1992): 87-124. [References to Mormons]


**INSPIRATION**

Inspirational stories about Mormons or Mormonism.


Ashton, Marvin J. “And in Everything Give Thanks.” In *DS*, 1-7.


———. "A Principle with a Promise." In Morality, 133-37.
———. "What Manner of Men Ought We to Be?" In Morality, 1-6.
Berg, Art E. "Some Miracles Take Time." In FL, 132-44.
Cline, Vivian R. "Is Your Triangle Balanced?" In FL, 160-70.
Cloward, Jill S. "It Was Only a Quarter-Inch but Everyone Noticed." In FL, 125-31.
Eyring, Henry B. "Choose to Be Good." In DS, 29-37.
Faust, James E. "Integrity, the Mother of Many Virtues." In Morality, 61-67.
Fuller, Nancy B. "Feeding the Ninety and Nine." This People 13 (Fall 1992): 15.
Gardner, Marvin K. "My First Christmas as Bishop." In MC, 50-54.
Haight, David B. "Personal Morality." In Morality, 117-23.
Hansen, Suzanne L. "Win from Within." In FL, 17-24.


Kanzler, Debbie. “Where’s the Thumb?” *This People* 13 (Summer 1992): 32.


Largey, Dennis L. “Enduring to the End.” In *DBM*, 57-69.


Lynn, Wayne B. *Dare to Dream*. Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1992.


Merrell, Barbara. “Spencer W. Kimball’s Avocado Feast.” *This People* 13 (Fall 1992): 13.


Mouritsen, Maren M. “There’s a Horse in the House.” *BYU Today* 46 (July 1992): 19-21, 42-44.
Myers, Thomas E., and David T. Seamons. “Mental and Physical Health.” In FR, 43–47.
Okazaki, Chieko N. “Finding Lightness in Our Burdens.” In WSC, 204–21.
Pace, Glenn L. “They’re Not Really Happy.” In Morality, 129–32.
———. “To the One.” In Morality, 167–81.
Palmer, Greg. “Everything I Really Needed to Know I Learned at Ricks College.” This People 13 (Fall 1992): 30–33.
Peterson, Kim M. “Spiritual Survival: Feast or Famine.” In FL, 89–95.
Rasmus, Carolyn J. “Spiritual Help.” In FR, 77–82.
Thomas, Brett P. “They Did Remember His Words.” In HATTW, 93–113.
Thomas, Paula. “‘Beauty for Ashes’: The Art of Seeing Miracles.” In FL, 67–73.
Wright, Randal A. “Receiving Spiritual Guidance during the Teen Years.” In FL, 105-16.

Ellen M. Copley is Special Collections and Manuscripts Department Assistant, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University. Ellen gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Melinda M. Brockett and Marny K. Parkin.